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I must confess to being an inexperienced and reluctant
box maker, and I know I am not the only one.

MB Vol 28 No 3 (August 2007) shows a simple
alternative to making a box. Recently I was faced with
protecting an 1807 French book in its original wrappers.
The original version of this folding case was designed for
a quite thin pamphlet, but for this task I adapted the
design to cater for a book of normal thickness. Is form is
that of a phase box, within an outer case, making it look
like an ordinary book when on the shelf.

l. Measure the book. Then, cut 3 pieces of approx.
l.2mm thickness board to the size of the book, plus
lmm on all sides. It is important to keep the book
snug in its case, as the thin board will buckle if there
is too much extra room. All pieces are cut long grain
- i.e. the grain runs along the long side.

2. Cut one of the pieces in half, along the centre of the
long edge, trim another few mm off the ends of each,
and cut them to a slight taper.

Cut three pieces for the sides. These will all be the
depth of the book plus lmm on all sides. Cut one to
the long side of the book two to the short side. If the
book has a definite round in the spine, the two side
pieces can be cut with a round end where they meet
side piece F.
The pieces are now placed on a piece ofbookcloth in
the pattem below, and the cloth cut so that there is
enough to turn in onto the board (between l-2cm).
Now apply PVA to the cloth and place the pieces on
in the above pattern. Leave a gap between each piece
to allow for folding. It is difficult to give an exact
measurement for his gap, as the thickness of the
cloth will be a factor. About l.5mm should work in
most cases.

Cut off the corners as you would with a normal case
and turn in the edges. Add a small triangular patch to
all of the inner comers.
Press this folding case, or ifyou do not have a press
large enough, rub down well with a bone folder.
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Leave under boards and weights until the PVA has

dried.
I usually line the inside of the case with two pieces
of Tyvek, which is acid free, flexible, thin and

strong. One piece is cut to cover the top flap and one

of the long sides, allowing for another .5cm to lie
onto the bottom section. Another piece of Tyvek is

then cut to the shape of the two small flaps and the

large bottom section. Use PVA to apply the Tyvek
and rub down and press.

An alternative method to using Tyvek is to line the

hinge areas with linen or similar thin material and
line flap areas with acid free paper.
Once this case is dry, put the book inside and fold
the flaps over. The two half flaps go first, with the

large flap over the top.
(If made with another side and top flap, and without
the folding over case, this folding part becomes a

classic phase box).
Measure the depth of the folding case, with the book
inside. A piece of bookboard is then cut, long grain,
to this measurement times the length of the folding
case plus a few millimetres. This piece will be the

spine of the over case, and the extra millimetres will
serve as the square (overhang) of this case over the
folding part. The measurement will of course vary

I
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oiit. or.r .use will measure l6.4cm x 12.Z-cm.
Make this over case out of bookcloth, as you would
a normal book case, with the centre spine part set in
enough from the top and bottom pieces to allow
them to lie parallel over the book inside its folding
cover.
When the over case is dry, line the inner surface of
the over case with a piece of Tyvek, cut to the height
of the folding part, so that there are squares at the
foredges, head and tail..
The over case can now be titled, on the spine or front
cover, by blocking or applying a label.
Use PVA to fix the base of the folding case to the
inside bottom part ofthe over case, and press.

John Turner
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Vol 29 No 4 (November 2008) of this journal reprinted
the tert of 'An Account of lilork Done in the Bindery ....'
(Robert C King, Public Libraryt of NSVtt, 1956). Not
reprinted was the 'Select List of books in special
bindings in the General Reference Department and
Mitchell Library bound in the binderyt at the Public
Library of New South ll/ales', included at the end of the
above v,ork. This list, now follows below.

The names R C King and F Heyner are prominent, that of
the latter especially so. His output appears to have been

extraordinary.

Among a number of points of interest is the extensive use
of kangaroo skin, both for binding and for repairs.
Detailed information on repair techniques used at that
time is probabll, unavailable. Much of this knov,ledge
tended to be passed on from generalion to generation
wi thout wri tten docum entati on.

A random check of some of these tilles on the NSI4/ State
L i bra ry C a t a I o gu e (h t tp : //l i b ra rr-. s l. n sv,. gov. au /s e a rch / )
indicates that most, if not all of these bool<s are still
present in the State Library Rare Book, Mitchell Library
and Dirson collections. Most should be viewable upon
application to the respective collection librarian staff,
although not all the catalogue numbers are quoted here.

l. Cook, James. Voyages, 5 vols. 1786. Full kangaroo,
with blind-tooled floral design, by F Heyner.

2. Arrowsmith, J. Major Sturt's route. 1849. Full
Kangaroo, by R King in 1950 (?).

3. Platen Van Nederlandsch Oost-en W'st-Indi
Nieuwenhins. X998.lA/l-3. 3 vols. Half brown
morocco. Bound and lettered at the Govt Printing
Office (GPO).

4. Voyage to Terra Australis. Atlas. M Flinders.
X990.1N6. Half red morocco. Bound at the GPO.

5. Photographs of views of Sydney 1842. F981.1/R.
M.L. Full blue morocco, heavily gilt, gilt edges.
Bound at the GPO.

6. NSW Govt Printer. Collection of photographs of the
NSW rarlway system. Full red morocco, heavily gilt,
gilt edges. Bound at the GPO.

7. Allemagne H. Histoire de luminiere, 1891.

Q665.6/1. Half red morocco, blue marbled adges.

Bound by J Bracknell, spine decorated by F Heyner.
8. Ammianus M. Rerum Gestarum. 1681. LQ3/A. Half

kangaroo by F Heyner.
9. Anderson, H C L. D S Mitchell: some

reminiscences. 1920. Full natural kangaroo,
decorated in blind with waratah flower, bud and

leaves by F Heyner. A1830.
10. Anderson W. Pictorial Arts of Japan. 1886.

F709.52/2-3. Half morocco. with inlaid flower on
spine,byRCKing.

Atlantis Majoris. Qvinta Pars. 1650. X9l0l12.
Bound in half vellum, gilt, by F Heyner.
Bancroft, G. History of the United States. 1854-

1874. 5973/104-5, 108-9, 1 I l. Rebacked in
kangaroo. gilt, by R C King.
Bankes, Rev, T. Banke's Geography. 1790. X910.
Full kangaroo tooled in gold and blind by F Heyner.

Batholomeus, A. 1535. LQ3/B. Half kangaroo gilt,
by F Heyner.

15. Beauchamp, W L. Address from the Society of
Artists. Full red morocco, gilt, bound at Mitchell
Library Bindery.

16. Bell, M. 1895. Q759.218763.7/3. Half blue morocco
by F Heyner.

17. The Bible. 1599? L3lB. Full kangaroo, tooled in
blind by F Heyner.
The Bible. 1568. X220.1212. Full kangaroo, blind
tooled with rolls by F Heyner.
The Bible. 1648. L3lB. Full kanagaroo, blind tooled
by F Heyner.
Bibliotheque Nationale - Peintures at Initiales ...
5220.4111-2. Half brown morocco, blind tooled by A
Simpson.
Bligh, W. Original letters. Safe 16. Full vellum,
gold tooled by F Heyner.
Blome, R. Britannia. 1673. Full kangaroo, tooled in
blindbyRCKing.
Bradley, R. New Improvements of Planting and
Gardening. 1739. Lll/B. Full kangaroo, tooled in
blind by F Heyner.
Brigham, W T. Ka Hana Kapa. 1911. Q752.999611.
Half green morocco, gilt, by F Heyner.
British Museum - Catalogue of Printed Books.
l88l-1900. Q0l8.l/6. Cat Room, Half natural
kangaroo, tooled and lettered in blind by A Simpson.
Chaucer, G. Works. Kelmscott press 1896. Safe 17.

Mitchell Librarian's Room. Full natural kangaroo,
blind tooling in grape and leaves by F Heyner.
Clarke, M. Manuscript. A808-A819. Half red
morocco, gilt, by F Heyner.
Collins, D. General and Garrison Orders at Port
Philip. 1803-08. 4.341. Full light brown morocco,
gilt, by F Heyner.
Cook, J. Voyages. 1784. 4346. Full kangaroo, blind
tooling by F Heyner.
Cook, J. Voyages. 1784. F990A/ll. Half brown
kangaroo, blind tooling by R C King.
Cox, G H F. History of Mudgee. 1826-1912. A484.
Half blue morocco, gilt waratah and other floral
decoration by F Heyner.
Dinet, E & Sliman, B L The Life of Mohammad.
1918. LQ5/D. Full brown morocco, with coloured
inlays by F Heyner.
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Edgar, C C. Greek Bronzes. 1911. Q739.5119. Half
brown morocco, tooled by F Heyner.
Elizabeth IL Documents. 1954. Safe. Purple
morocco box, bound by J Cameron and tooled by R
C King.
Epictetus. Works. 1758. 5888.91E6411. Half brown
morocco, gilt by R C King.
Errard, C & Gayet, A. L'art Byzantin. F709.49511-4.
Half maroon morocco by R C King.
Fitzgerald, R D. Australian orchids. 1882.

X584. l5l3. Full red morocco by W Anderson.
Fox, J. Acts and Monuments. 1562-3. LQlliF.

Maroon morocco, gilt, with leather inlays by F
Heyner.
Frezier, A F. Voyage to the South Sea. 1717. Ll l/F.
Full kangaroo, designed drawn and tooled with
gouges by R C King in 1921.

Gelis-Didot, P & H Lafilee, H. La Peinture Decoratif
en France. F729.4/1. Half maroon morocco, gilt by
A Simpson.
Henry, E. Journal 1866-67. C212. Half brown
morocco, tooled in mitred lines by F Heyner.
Heyschius of Alexandria. Dictionarium. 1514.
LQ4/A. Half kangaroo, blind tooled by F Heyner.
Homer. Opera. 1558. LQ4/F. Half kangaroo, blind
tooled by F Heyner.
John, Stobaens. Sententiae. 1559. Q880.8i1. Spine
repaired with kangaroo, gilt tooled, by R C King.
King, A J. Voyage to Sydney. 1799-1800. Cl85.l.
Half maroon kangaroo by F Heyner.
Leichhardt, L. Expedition to Port Essington. 1844-

45. C156. Half brown morocco by F Heyner.
Lindsay, N. Creative Effort. 1922. Full green

kangaroo, tooled with squared and mitred lines, gilt,
by F Heyner.
Lloyd, C W. Journal ... 1806-1914. A1460-1. Half
maroon kangaroo, waratah design in gilt by F

Heyner.
McGrath, E. Work of Eileen McGrath. 1931.

Q159.291M141. Half purple morocco, gilt with
gouges and ornaments by R C King.
Mardsen, Rev S. Diary. 1793-94. C245. Full brown
kangaroo, tooled in blind and gold by F Heyner.
Minshen, J. Guide Into the Tongues. 1617. F4l2ll.
Spine repaired with kangaroo and tooled in blind and

gold by F Heyner.
Mitchell, D S. Correspondence. 1844-1907. A1461.
Half red morocco, hand tooled with waratah flower
and leaves and wattle flowers, by F Heyner.
Mitchell Library. Bibliography of Captain James

Cook. 1928. 980iCo l. Full natural kangaroo, blind
tooledbyRCKing.
Moliner, E & Marcou, P F J. Exposition
Retospective de I'Art Francaise. 1901. F709.44/4-6.
Half green morocco, gilt by A Simpson.
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Morley, T. Canzonets. 1606. L3lM. Full kangaroo
by D Thomson.
Morrison, J. Journal of HMS Bounty and at Tahiti.
1792. Safe 16. Full vellum, gilt by F Heyner.
Nichols, G R. Illawana District: Letters etc. 1906-
17. Q99l.8AL Half red morocco, gilt by Mitchell
Library Bindery.
Ortelius, A. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. 1575.
X9l2l7. Full kangaroo, rolls tooled in blind by F
Heyner.
Ortelius, A. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. 1579. Full
natural kangaroo, rolls tooled in blind by F Heyner.
Ortelius, A. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. 1592. Full
natural kangaroo, rolls tooled in blind by F Heyner.
Ovid. Le Metarmorfosi. 1584. L3l10. Spine repaired
with kangaroo by F Heyner.
Pausanius. Graeciae Descriptio. 1696. Spine repaired
with kangaroo by F Heyner.
Phillip, A. The Voyage of Governor Phillip to
Botany Bay. 1790. Q991iP. Spine repaired with
kangaroo by F Heyner in 192 I .

Pliny. Historie of the World. 1602. Q878.9/P72812.
Half maroon morocco by F Heyner.
Plotinus. Opera. 1615. Ql23iP129ll. Half natural
kangaroo, blind tooled by F Heyner.
Plutarch. Plutarch's Lives. 1831-2. S888.8/22-28.
Half brown morocco, gilt by F Heyner.
Somers, J S. Collection of Tracts. 1809-15. Half
morocco, and repaired, by F Heyner.
Sorine, S. Portraits. 1929. W757/1. Half green

morocco, gilt by F Heyner.
Souslov. V V. Monuments de l'ancienne. 1895-
1901. F720.94711-3. Half brown morocco, gilt by A
Simpson.

Stephanus. De Urbibus. 1678. LQ3/S. Half kangaroo
blind tooled by F Heyner.

Triggs, H I. Formal Gardens in England and

Scotland. 1902. F7l2l5. Half maroon kangaroo, gilt
by Mitchell Bindery.
Ware, W R. The Georgian Period. l90l-8.
Q724.597311-3. Half green morocco, by F Heyner.
Wilde, O. Vera. 1902. LstW. Half purple morocco
by F Heyner.
Willyams. C. A Voyage up the Mediterranean. 1802.

F359.5812. Spine repaired with maroon morocco, gilt
by Mitchell Bindery.
Wilson, W H. Old Colonial Architecture in NSW &
Tasmania. 1924. F724.9901/l. Half brown morocco.

Gold tooled on spine with gum nut and leaf by F
Heyner. (Note, dated 1959, states that rebinding is

required!).
Woods, J E T. A History of the Discovery and

Exploration of Australia. 1865.980.1^V. Half
maroon morocco, gilt by R C King.
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The first English Book devoted entirely to bookbinding
was published in Oswestry in l8ll. The author of The

Whole Art of Bookbinding, containing valuable recipes

for sprinking, nakbling (sic), colouring, &c. is unknown,
but may have been Henry Parry, the author of another
early manual.

The work is a strange one in many ways. There is not
much information on bookbinding as such, with some
brief instructions on forwarding, including folding paper,
backing, cutting and lacing on boards and trimming. All
this is covered in the first eight pages. In the remaining
52 pages there are also brief notes on covering with
leather, gilding, lettering, polishing and stationery
binding (this last in three pages with no illustrations).
There are no diagrams throughout the book.

One wonders whom the book was intended for. An
experienced craftsman would surely not learn much
regarding binding practices. Some of the instructions are

alarmingly brief, particularly those on covering a book
with leather. The method given is that common to all
early manuals, whereby the leather is soaked in water and
then wrung out and cut to size. This soaking is now not a

cofilmon practice, but it would have certainly served to
keep the leather moist, as it must be while the covering

was done. The leather is then pared round the edges (not
much detail here) and pasted. The back is then glued (not
done now, but perhaps also a useful practice) and the

leather drawn on.

There is some useful information and good sense in the

text, such as 'great care must be taken in sewing, the
thread not drawn too tight at head or foot...'

The remaining text, the largest part of the book, covers
edge colouring, marbling the leather covers and various
ways ofcolouring the backs ofbooks.

The edge colouring instructions include recipes for
various colours (e.g. orange is prepared with two ounces
of brasil dust, one ounce of bruised french berries and a
little alum) and a few different methods of throwing on
the colours. One of these, rice marble, seems little used
now, but would be easy for the modern home binder.

'When the fore-edge of the book is cut, let it remain in
the press and throw on rice in a regular manner, sprinkle
the edge with any dark colour, till the white paper is
covered, then shake off the rice. Various colours may be
used; the fore-edge may be coloured with yellow or red,
before using the rice.'

John Turner

The following guide to paper repair v'as produced by the
Commonweahh Department of Communications,
Information Technologt and the Arts, on behalf of the
Herita ge Col I ect i ons Coun ci l.

Much useful information relating to repair and
preser-vation ofbooks ond other collections, can befound
at : http : //archive. amo l. org. au /reco I I ecti on s/in dex. htm.

PAPER REPAIR

Don't try to mend torn pages or damaged covers, unless
you have good-quality materials and are confident that
the methods you use will not cause damage in the future.
Talk to a conservator if you're not certain that you're
doing the right thing, or if you want information about
training courses.

If books are damaged, be aware that some repairs can
cause further damage. Sticky tapes will, in the long term,
cause permanent staining. In most cases, the adhesive
migrates into the paper and changes chemically,
becoming insoluble and discolouring, while the tape falls
off. In addition to the original damage, the paper is now
badly stained as well,

Similarly, many other glues and pastes introduce acids
into the paper, and many also discolour with age.

If tears are extensive and large areas of the text are
missing, it is best to seek the advice or help of a

conservator. But smaller repairs on bound books can be
carried out in situ.

Conservators work to a code of ethics. It is important to
note some of these in relation to the repair of books, so

that you can think further about the choice of materials
and the methods you will use. The notes which follow
describe a conservator's approach.

The treatment must be reversible, so that further
treatments can be carried out in future if necessary, or so

that improved techniques which may be developed can

be applied.

The treatment should not disfigure or endanger the book.
For example, wet treatments should not be used on
material with inks that are soluble in water; and sticky
tape should not be used, it stains paper badly.

The treatment and materials must match the problem. For
example, heavy repair papers should not be used to repair

The Whole Art of Bookbinding

Paper Repair and Book Care
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small tears on material which is hardly used. It is better
to wait till you have an appropriate repair paper.

All treatment steps should be documented with
information of what was used for the repair and, if
possible, with photographs of the damage before
treatment.

Repairing small tears in books
Repairing tom paper or reinforcing and lining weak,
degraded papers is generally a wet process - involving
sticking a strong, lightweight, acid-free paper to the
damaged area with starch paste.

Japanese papers are excellent for paper repair because:
* they are lightweight and strong, and their colours

blend well with most papers;
* Japanese papers have long fibres - in comparison to

most Western papers - this gives them their strength;
.1. if you decide to purchase some of these papers, ask

for conservation-grade Japanese papers. Small packs
of a range of papers are available from suppliers of
conservation materials. You won't need very much
paper to repair small tears;

* they are usually handmade and suited for
conservation. Papers such as Sekishu, Tengujo and
Usumino are well-suited to book repairs because
they are very fine and do not obscure the text; and

* these papers can also be water-cut, giving very soft
edges to the repair patch. Knife-cut edges show as a

hard ridge.

Paper can be water-cut.
* paper strips are water-cut using a fine brush, letter

opener or bone folder, spatula and ruler;
* a stainless steel ruler is placed along the repair

paper, with the required amount of paper protruding
beyond the ruler;

.i. the wet brush is drawn along the ruler edge, wetting
the paper: the paper should not become too wet;

* the letter opener, bone folder or spatula is then
drawn along the ruler - to score the wet paper; and

* the strip of paper can then be pulled away from the
rest ofthe sheet ofpaper.

The repair should not be much larger than the damaged
area, but needs to be big enough to extend beyond the
damage onto the sound paper around it. This makes a

stronger repair. The feathered edges of the water-cut
paper contribute to the strength of the repair, because
they are all stuck down as well.

Paper strips are not always suitable for repair, and you
may have to produce your own shapes. This can be done
by needling out the shape using a mattress needle or the
sharp end of a bone folder. Once you have made an
impression in the repair paper with the needle or bone
folder, apply water to the impression. Pull the shape
away from the rest of the paper.

CAUTION:
Do not needle out a shape while the repair paper is
resting on your book. If you do this you will create a
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weak area in the book paper. You can outline the shape
required on the repair paper with a soft pencil, before you
commence needling.

When repairing a page of text, remember:
* wherever possible, place the repair so that it does not

cover text; and
* place the repair on the side of the page where the

repair will be least obtrusive.

The repairs are stuck in place using starch paste. It is at
this stage that difficulties can arise.

Always apply the paste to the repair paper, never to the
book pages. You should also allow the paste to air-dry
till it is almost dry before placing it on the dry, book
page. This will help to reduce the risk of cockling and
tidemarks.

Once pasted, the paper can become difficult to handle,
but with practice the operation becomes easier.

Once the repair is in place, it wets the book paper, which
will expand where it is wet. Because only small areas are
wet, you will notice that it cockles. Controlling the
drying is important for these cockles to settle back down.

While drying, the repair should be sandwiched between:
* Reemay, which will prevent the blotter sticking to

the repair; and
l. blotters, which should be changed regularly, to

ensure that the moisture absorbed by them is
removed from the repair area.

This sandwich should be weighted.

It is important that the paper is fully dried. Don't rush
this, as paper can sometimes take a couple of rveeks to
dry tully.

CAUTION:
Repairing tears in books is not as easy as it might seem,
and we strongly advise you to practise this before
attempting it on a book. Wet paper will expand and
distort, but with practice you can control the drying, so
that the distortions flatten out without creasing.
It is also important to note that if you get the paper too
wet during repair, you can produce permanent stains like
'tidemarks' in the paper.

IF IN DOUBT DON'T DO IT!

Starch paste
Starch paste is the adhesive used most widely by paper
conservators. Starch paste from various sources-for
example, wheat or rice-has been used for centuries to
stick paper to paper, and textiles to paper. And because it
has been used for so long, we know a great deal about its
behaviour. Some of its greatest advantages are that it
does not discolour and it is nearly always possible to
remove it without difhculty.

Starch paste is not difficult to make. You will need:
* 10 grams or 3.5 level teaspoons of starch, for

example, Silver Star; and

6
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* l00ml of water, preferably distilled or deionised.

These proportions produce a nice working consistency.
* Add about l0ml of the water to the starch, and mix

to a slurry.
.f. Add more water, if required, to produce a smooth

paste, and leave to soak for approximately half-an-
hour.

* Heat the remainder of the water in a double-boiler
saucepan, or in a beaker or jar in a saucepan of
boiling water. Use glass or stainless steel containers.

* Add the starch slurry and cook for approximately 40
minutes, stining constantly.

* Leave to cool.

Lumpy paste is difficult to use and the lumps will be
obvious, so when the paste is cool press it through a fine
cloth - Terylene, for example - or push it through a fine,
Nylon tea strainer or sieve a couple of tirnes.

The paste is now ready to use. Or it can be diluted if a

thinner paste is required-this is best done by mixing the
paste and the required amount of water in a blender.
Remember, the thinner the paste the stronger the
adhesive bond.

When using an adhesive on a valued, paper-based item, it
is important to know just what you're applying to
thepaper and how it is likely to behave over time. Many
commercially available adhesives are starch-based, but
most ofthese adhesives also have additives such as:

* preservatives;
* plasticisers, for example, glucose, to regulate the

drying speed;
* dispersing agents; and
* mineral fillers to control penetration of the adhesive

into porous surfaces.

These substances, which can affect the long-term
behaviour ofthe adhesive, are rarely listed on the label.

Ifyou have a problem relating to the storage or display of
books, contact a conservator. Conservators can offer
advice and practical solutions.

Book maintenance

Cleaning book shelves thoroughly and regularly helps
control insects and mould growth. It is strongly
recommended that you set up a system for cleaning your
bookshelves regularly. This should involve removing
books from shelves and cleaning behind them - insects,
such as silverfish, prefer dark, undisturbed places. Ifyou
don't do this regularly, you may not notice an insect or
mould problem until there is extensive damage.

Other maintenance procedures that are commonly carried
out on books include cleaning individual books and
dressing leather bindings. These activities are very
important to keep your books in good condition;
however, if they are not done properly they can cause
damage.
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The following sections contain information to assist you
with cleaning books and dressing leather bindings.

HANDY HINTS ON CLEANING BOOKS

Books are not always easy to clean. In some cases it is

not wise to try to clean them thoroughly, especially if
they are in fragile condition. If this is the case, you must
approach cleaning with care. If you are not sure whether
you should clean a damaged book, consult a conservator.

When cleaning a book, place it on a desk on a clean sheet

of paper. By moving the paper around, you can reach all
sides of the book easily. This rnethod is easier and safer
then trying to hold the book at the same time as you are

holding the cleaning tools.

If the book is not fragile and can be cleaned without risk
of damage, dust and remove loose dirt from books using
gentle brushing combined with suction using a vacuum
cleaner. It is vital that you reduce the suction of the
vacuum cleaner. You do this by covering the end with
one or more layers of a gauze-like material such as fine,
Nylon stocking. By reducing the suction you reduce the
risk of damage; and the filtering gauze will prevent the
loss - into the bowels of the vacuum cleaner - of any
loose material which may get picked up by the suction.
Sucking dirt away stops it being re-deposited in the book.

You can use a duster on the binding, but extreme care
must be exercised. Rubbing with a dustcloth can cause

scratching; soft calf-leather is particularly vulnerable.
Dusting can also dislodge pieces of degraded leather,
cloth or paper. When dusting, remember to keep turning
to a clean area of the dustcloth - so as not to re-deposit
dirt on the book. Remember also that if you dust without
using a vacuum cleaner some of the dust will resettle
onto your books.

Brushes can be used for cleaning the outside of books,
and for brushing away dirt and dust which have collected
inside the textblock. Soft brushes should be used:

shaving brushes, sable paint brushes and jewellers and

watchmakers' brushes are particularly suitable.

CAUTION:
Some manuals recommend cleaning the bindings with
damp cloths. If you attempt to do this, be very careful
because you can damage the binding. Degraded leathers
absorb water easily, and can remain permanently
discoloured where they have been damp.

Some of the sizes and pigments in bookcloths move

easily in water, and wiping over with a damp cloth can

leave unsightly watermarks on the binding.

Experience and knowledge of the materials are
important, as is controlling the amount of water applied
and the evenness of the application. Excess water applied
to the outside of a binding can distort the boards, so that
they no longer protect the textblock.

Morocco Bound
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Paper can be cleaned using erasers. Be very careful when
doing this - and be aware that not all dirt will be moved
by an eraser.

The pressure applied must be kept to a minimum,
because the paper fibres on the surface of the paper are
always disturbed by such cleaning. You can see this
damage clearly under a microscope or a thread counter.

CAUTION:
If it doesn't clean up with slight pressure, STOP - don't
rub harder and harder because you'll end up with a tear or
a hole in the paper.

To clean paper with an eraser, make sure it is well
supported and then rub in one direction only. Rubbing
back and forth increases the risk of buckling, creasing
and/or tearing the paper.

You should pay particular attention to removing the

eraser particles from the paper, but some particles will
inevitably remain. The brush and vacuum method of
cleaning described above is very good for removing
eraser particles.

CAUTION:
Do not use strong suction or you could cause extreme
damage and distort the pages. Remember to reduce the
suction with layers of gauze.

The eraser's quality is also important. Many modern
erasers are made from polyvinyl chloride - PVC. This
breaks down in the presence of moisture and produces
hydrochloric acid which can cause considerable damage.
The eraser should be soft and not contain abrasive
materials. Staedtler Rasoplast 526 erasers are used
widely for cleaning paper.
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Leather dressing - a word of caution

Because leather dries out and becomes inflexible,
dressing it is a widespread practice. Good-quality leather
dressings improve the function and flexibility of leather,
while brightening its appearance. But there are problems
associated with using leather dressing.

Excessive leather dressing can stain paper, because it is
very greasy. So it is important that you don't use too
much and that you don't allow it to touch the paper.

Leather dressing can darken degraded leather and should
not be applied to cracked or dry leather. These areas
should be consolidated first.

Leather dressing can make the surface of the leather
sticky, and cause dirt and dust to stick to the leather. This
can be avoided by applying the dressing very sparingly
and making sure you remove excess dressing by
polishing-in much the same way as you do for shoes.

When applying leather dressing, put the dressing onto a

soft cloth - such as an old T-shirt - and spread the
dressing gently onto the book. Be gentle when polishing
away the excess; again use an old T-shirt or similar. If
there is any grit in the way, you could easily scratch the
leather.

Ifleather dressing is applied over dirt and dust, they will
set in place. Make sure your books are clean before
applying dressing.

Leather dressing can get caught in damaged and cracked
leather.

Leather dressing can discolour as it ages.

Morocco Bound

Tapes can be used to support the sewing on both bound
(i.e. laced on boards) or cased bindings. Looking at the
various types for sale in the NSW Guild bindery, there is
a wide variety. Some were obviously not designed
specifically for bookbinding, but that is not to say they
can not be used for that purpose.

Those tapes designed for binding are mostly made from
unbleached linen. or a mixture of linen and cotton. The
main thing to be careful of when choosing a tape is to
ensure it is strong enough. It rs the tapes that over time
will take most of the load at the hinge between the boards
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and the bookblock and will help prevent the book from
sagging in the boards.

Genuine bookbinding tapes will always leave a slight
raised area under the endpaper, and it is sometimes
tempting to use a very lightweight tape for aesthetic
reasons. This is a shortsighted move. Even the narrower
genuine tapes are quite difficult to break by hand. If the
tape can be broken without much effort, don't use it.
Ordinary mull, used for spine lining, is quite unsuitable.

John Turner
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